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Abstract
In this paper we provide further results on the properties of the IV estimator in the presence of weak instruments.We
begin by formalizing the notion of weak identi¯cation within the local-to-zero asymptotic framework of Staiger and Stock
(1997), and deriving explicit analytical formulae for the asymptotic bias and mean square error (MSE) of the IV estimator.
These results generalize earlier ¯ndings by Staiger and Stock (1997), who give an approximate measure for the asymptotic
bias of the two-stage least squares (2SLS) estimator relative to that of the OLS estimator. We also show that in the special
case where all available instruments are used and where the underlying simultaneous equations model has an orthonormal
canonical structure, the bias and MSE formulae which we obtain are identical to the exact bias and MSE of the 2SLS estimator
obtained by Richardson and Wu (1971) under Gaussian error assumptions. This result gives a partial con¯rmation to the
Staiger-Stock assertion, based on intuitive arguments, that the limiting distribution of the 2SLS estimator derived under the
more general assumptions of the Staiger-Stock local-to-zero asymptotic framework coincides with the exact distribution of the
same estimator derived under the more restrictive assumptions of a ¯xed instrument/Gaussian model. Because our analytical
formulae for bias and MSE are complex functionals of con°uent hypergeometric functions, we also derive approximations for
these formulae which are based on an expansion that allows the number of instruments to grow to in¯nity while keeping the
population analogue of the ¯rst stage F-statistic ¯xed. In addition, we provide a series of regression results that show this
expansion to give excellent approximations for the bias and MSE functions in general. These approximations allow us to make
several interesting additional observations. For example, when the approximation method is applied to the bias, the lead term
of the expansion, when appropriately standardized by the asymptotic bias of the OLS estimator, is exactly the relative bias
measure given in Staiger and Stock (1997) in the case where there is only one endogenous regressor. In addition, the lead term
of the MSE expansion is the square of the lead term of the bias expansion, implying that the variance component of the MSE
is of a lower order relative to the bias component in a scenario where the number of instruments used is taken to be large while
the population analogue of the ¯rst stage F-statistic is kept constant. One feature of our approach which ties our ¯ndings to
the earlier IV literature is that our results apply not only to the weak instrument case asymptotically, but also to the ¯nite
sample case with ¯xed (possibly good) instruments and Gaussian errors, since our formulae correspond to the exact bias and
MSE functionals when a ¯xed instrument/Gaussian model is assumed.
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There has been much recent interest in instrumental variables regression with instruments that
are only weakly correlated with the endogenous explanatory variables. Important theoretical con-
tributions to this expanding literature include such papers as Nelson and Startz (1990a), Dufour
(1996), Staiger and Stock (1997), and Zivot and Wang (1998). Much of this literature focuses
on the impact that using weak instruments has on interval estimation and hypothesis testing. In
contrast, fewer results have been obtained characterizing the properties of point estimators under
weak identi¯cation. This is despite the fact that empirical researchers who ¯rst noted the problem
of weak instruments were clearly very interested in the consequences for point estimation, as can be
seen from the papers by Nelson and Startz (1990b), Bound, Jaeger, and Baker (1995), and Angrist
and Krueger (1995). For example, Bound, Jaeger, and Baker (1995) point out that while it has
been widely recognized that the use of weak instruments leads instrumetal variable (IV) estimators
with higher standard errors. They also point out that weak instruments can also lead to larger bias
relative to least squares - an observation which in large part has accounted for the renewed interest
in the problem.
The purpose of this paper is to provide further results on the properties of the IV estimator in the
presence of weak instruments. We begin our analysis with a standard single-equation simultaneous
equation setup, where the set of available instruments may be arbitrarily large. In order to keep
notation manageable, we allow the single structural equation of interest to have an arbitrary number
of exogenous explanatory variables but only one endogenous explanatory variable1. In addition, we
adopt the local-to-zero asymptotic framework of Staiger and Stock (1997) to formalize the notion
of weak identi¯cation. One interesting feature of the Staiger and Stock setup is that they show
(via a series of simulations) that their framework yields a very good approximation for the ¯nite
sample distribution of the IV estimator when the quality of the available instruments is poor.
In contrast to Staiger and Stock (1997), who give an approximate measure for the asymptotic
bias of the two-stage least squares (2SLS) estimator relative to that of the OLS estimator, we
derive explicit analytical formulae for the asymptotic bias and mean square error (MSE) of a more
general IV estimator. These formulae can be used to characterize 2SLS estimator bias and MSE
1Although we only study the case with one endogenous explanatory variable, many of the qualitative conclusions
reached in this paper can be generalized in a straightforward manner to more general settings.
1when all available instruments are used. We also show that in the special case where all available
instruments are used and where the underlying simultaneous equations model has an orthonormal
canonical structure (to be de¯ned below), the bias and MSE formulae which we obtain are identical
to the exact bias and MSE of the 2SLS estimator obtained by Richardson and Wu (1971) under
Gaussian error assumptions. This result gives a partial con¯rmation to the Staiger-Stock assertion,
based on intuitive arguments, that the limiting distribution of the 2SLS estimator derived under
the more general assumptions of the Staiger-Stock local-to-zero asymptotic framework coincides
with the exact distribution of the same estimator derived under the more restrictive assumptions
of a ¯xed instrument/Gaussian model.
Because the analytical formulae for bias and MSE are complex functionals of con°uent hy-
pergeometric functions, we also derive approximations for these formulae which are based on an
expansion that allows the number of instruments to grow to in¯nity while keeping the population
analogue of the ¯rst stage F-statistic ¯xed. To the best of our knowledge, the expansion which we
use is new to the IV literature. In addition, we provide a series of regression results that show this
expansion to give excellent approximations for the bias and MSE functions in general. Moreover,
the approximations allow us to make several interesting additional observations. First, when the
approximation method is applied to the bias, the lead term of the expansion, when appropriately
standardized by the asymptotic bias of the OLS estimator, is exactly the relative bias measure given
in Staiger and Stock (1997) in the case where there is only one endogenous regressor. Second, the
lead term of the MSE expansion is the square of the lead term of the bias expansion, implying that
the variance component of the MSE is of a lower order relative to the bias component in a scenario
where the number of instruments used is taken to be large while the population analogue of the
¯rst stage F-statistic is kept constant. Third, our approximations show that even when all available
instruments are weak in the sense of Staiger and Stock (1997), increasing the number of instruments
used will still reduce the MSE by reducing the variance of estimation, although the magnitude of
this reduction becomes small as the number of instruments used becomes large. We note, ¯nally,
that our results not only apply to the weak instrument case asymptotically but they also apply
to the ¯nite sample case with ¯xed, and possibly good, instruments and Gaussian errors, since
our formulae correspond to the exact bias and MSE functionals when a ¯xed instrument/Gaussian
model is assumed.
This rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains preliminaries, including the
2model, assmuptions, and notation to be used. Section 3 presents formulae for the asymptotic bias
and MSE of the IV estimator under weak identi¯cation, and discusses properties and implications
of the formulae. Section 4 develops bias and MSE approximations. Section 5 summarizes various
numerical calculations and regression ¯ndings based on our exact and approximate bias and MSE
formulae. Conclusions and summarizing remarks are given in Section 6. All proofs and technical
details are contained in the Appendix.
2 Setup
Consider the simultaneous equations model (SEM):
y1 = y2¯ + X° + u; (1)
y2 = Z¦ + X© + v; (2)
where y1 and y2 are T £1 vectors of observations on the two endogenous variables, X is an T £k1
matrix of observations of the k1 exogenous variables included in the structural equation (1), Z is an
T £ k2 matrix of observations of the k2 exogenous variables excluded from the structural equation
(1), and u and v are each T £ 1 vector of random disturbances. Let ut and vt devote the t-th
component of the random vectors u and v, respectively. We assume wt = (ut;vt)0 to be white noise
so that E(wt) = 0; E(wtw0
s) = 0 for all t 6= s, and E(wtw0
t) = §, where we can partition the 2 £ 2







Following Staiger and Stock (1997), we formalize the case of weak instruments by modeling ¦
to be a parameter sequence that is local to zero, i.e.
Assumption 1: ¦ = ¦T = C
p
T, where C is a ¯xed k2 £ 1 vector.
Also, following Staiger and Stock (1997), we assume that the data generating processes of the
exogenous variables Z = (X;Z) and of the disturbances (u;v) in equation (1) and (2) above are
such that the following moment covergence results hold.






! Q; and (iii) (T¡1=2X0u;T¡1=2Z0u;T¡1=2X0v;T¡1=2Z0
v) =) (ÃXu;ÃZu;ÃXv;ÃZv);
3where Q = E(ZtZ
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distributed N(0;(§ - Q)):
In this paper, we consider IV estimation of the parameter ¯ in equation 1 above, where the IV
estimator may not make use of all available instruments. De¯ne the IV estimator as
b ¯IV = (y0
2(PH ¡ PX)y2)¡1(y0
2(PH ¡ PX)y1); (4)
where H = [Z1;X] is an T £ (k21 + k1) matrix of instruments and Z1 is an T £ k21 submatrix
of Z formed by column selection. To introduce som notations, we ¯nd it convenient to parti-
tion Z as Z = [Z1;Z2], where Z2 is an T £ k22 matrix of observations of the excluded exogenous
variables not used as instruments in estimation. Note that when Z1 = Z and H = [Z;X], i.e.,
when all available instruments are used, the IV estimator de¯ned in 4 above is equivalent to the
2SLS estimator. Moreover, to further ¯x notations, we partition ¦T; T¡1
2Z0u; T¡1
2Z0v; ÃZu;



















2v)0]0, and ÃZu = [Ã0
Z1u;Ã0
Z2u]0;
and ÃZv = [Ã0
Z1v;Ã0













Z2v)0: In addition, we par-




















XXQXZ1 QZ1Z2 ¡ QZ1XQ¡1
XXQXZ2
QZ2Z1 ¡ QZ2XQ¡1





-¤1 = (-11; -12): (8)




E[jWTj2+"] < 1; for some " > 0; where WT = b ¯IV;T ¡ ¯0 and where b ¯IV;T
denotes the IV estimator of ¯ for a sample of size T and ¯0 is the true value of ¯.
Note that assumption 3 is su±cient for the uniform integrability of (b ¯IV;T ¡ ¯0)2 (see Billingsley
(1968), pp.32). Under assumption 3, lim
T!1
E(b ¯IV;T ¡ ¯0) = E(W) and lim
T!1
E(b ¯IV;T ¡ ¯0)2 =
E(W2), where W is the limiting random variable of the sequence fWTg whose explicit form is
given in Lemma A1 in the Appendix. Hence, under assumption 3, the asymptotic bias and MSE
correspond with bias and MSE as implied by the limiting distribution of b ¯IV;T. Note also that for
the special case where (ut;vt)0 » i:i:d:N(0;§); k2 ¸ 4 implies assumption 3 since it is well-known
that IV estimator of ¯ under Gaussian assumptions has ¯nite sample moments which exist up to
and including the degree of apparent overidenti¯cation, as given by the order condition (see, for
example, Sawa (1969)). Throughout this paper, we shall assume k2 ¸ 4 so as to ensure that our
results will apply in the Gaussian case.
3 Analytical Results
We begin with two theorems which give explicit analytical formulae for the asymptotic bias and
MSE of the IV estimator under weak identi¯cation. The theorems also characterize some of the
properties of the bias and MSE functions.
Theorem 3.1 (Bias) Given the SEM as described by equations (1) and (2) under Assumptions 1,
2, and 3; the following results hold for k21 ¸ 4 :
(a)
















where bb ¯IV (¹0¹;k21) = lim
T!1
E(b ¯IV;T ¡¯0) is the asymptotic bias function of the IV estimator which
we write as a function of ¹0¹ = ¾¡1
vv C0-0
¤1-¡1






vv , ¡(¢) denotes the
gamma function, and 1F1(¢;¢;¢) denotes the con°uent hypergeometric function.
(b) For k21 ¯xed, as ¹0¹ ! 1;
bb ¯IV (¹0¹;k21) ! 0: (10)
(c) For ¹0¹ ¯xed, as k21 ! 1;
5bb ¯IV (¹0¹;k21) ! ¾vu=¾vv (11)
(d) The absolute value of the asymptotic bias function, i.e., jbb ¯IV (¹0¹;k21)j; is a monotonically
decreasing function of ¹0¹ for k21 ¯xed.
(e) The absolute value of the bias function, i.e., jbb ¯IV (¹0¹;k21)j; is a monotonically increasing
function of k21 for ¹0¹ ¯xed.
Theorem 3.2 (MSE): Given the SEM as described by equations (1) and (2) under Assumptions
1, 2, and 3; the following results hold for k21 ¸ 4
(a)











































b ¯IV;T ¡ ¯0
´2
is the asymptotic mean squared error function of the
IV estimator and where ¹0¹; ½; ¡(¢); and 1F1(¢;¢;¢) are as de¯ned in Theorem 3.1 above.
(b) For k21 ¯xed, as ¹0¹ ! 1;
mb ¯IV (¹0¹;k21) ! 0: (13)
(c) For ¹0¹ ¯xed, as k21 ! 1;
mb ¯IV (¹0¹;k21) ! ¾uu¾¡1
vv ½2: (14)
(d) The asymptotic mean squared error function mb ¯IV (¹0¹;k21) is a monotonically decreasing func-
tion of ¹0¹ for k21 ¯xed.
Remark 3.3:
(i) Note that the asymptotic bias and MSE formulae, given by expressions (9) and (12), are
functionals of con°uent hypergeometric functions (see Lebedev (1972) for more detailed discussions
6of con°uent hypergeometric functions). It is well known that con°uent hypergeometric functions
have in¯nite series representations (see, for example, Slater (1960), pp.2) so that












for integer j ¸ 1
for j = 0
: (16)
It follows that the bias expression (9) and the MSE expression (12) can both be written in in¯nite
series form, i.e.































































The main merits of the in¯nite series representations given in expressions (17) and (18) lie in the
fact that they provide explicit formulae for the asymptotic bias and MSE of the IV estimator under
weak indenti¯cation. We have, in fact, made extensive uses of these representations in deriving some
of the properties of the asymptotic bias and MSE, as reported in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 above. (For
details, see the proof of these theorems as presented in the Appendix of this paper.) These in¯nite
series representations are, however, quite complicated and di±cult to analyze. Hence, in order to
give more tractable representations, we shall report in the next section some approximations which
yield much simpler expressions for the asymptotic bias and MSE.
(ii) From part (b) of Theorem 3.2, we see that the MSE function for b ¯IV;T goes to zero as ¹0¹ !
1. Note that the case where ¹0¹ ! 1 corresponds roughly with the case where the available
instruments are not weak but fully relevant. In this case, then, Theorem 3.2 part (b) shows b ¯IV;T
7to converge in a mean squared sense to the true value ¯0: It follows, of course, that in this case
b ¯IV;T is a (weakly) consistent estimator of ¯, as one would expect from a conventional asymptotic
analysis with a fully identi¯ed model. Hence, our result can be interpreted as having the textbook
case of good instruments as a limiting special case.












b ¯OLS;T ¡ ¯0
´2
= ¾uu¾¡1
vv ½2 = ¾2
uv=¾2
vv; (20)
where b ¯OLS;T is the OLS estimator. To see this, let W¤




Tj2+"] < 1: (21)
It is well-known that under Gaussian error assumptions, condition (21) is sati¯ed since in this case
the ¯nite sample distribution of the OLS estimator has moments which exist up to the order T ¡2
(see Sawa, 1969, for a more detailed discussion of the existence of moments of the OLS estimator.)
Now, to proceed with the derivation of expressions (19) and (20), we note that Staiger and Stock
(1997) has shown that under Assumption 2 above,
b ¯OLS;T ¡ ¯0
p
! ¾uv=¾vv as T ! 1: (22)






















Moreover, comparing expressions (19) and (20) with the bias result obtained in part (c) of
Theorem 3.1 and the MSE result obtained in part (c) of Theorem 3.2, respectively, we see that for
8¯xed ¹0¹, the asymptotic bias and the asymptotic MSE (AMSE henceforth) of the IV estimator
converge to those of the OLS estimator as k21 ! 1.
(iv) Write the asymptotic bias function of b ¯IV as





















From the proof of part (d) of Theorem 3.1, we see that
0 < f(¹0¹;k21) < 1







¾vu=¾vv is simply the asymptotic bias of the OLS estimator, we see that the bias of the IV estimator
as given by (9) has the same sign as the OLS bias. Moreover, note that














Hence, even with weak instruments, the asymptotic bias of the IV estimator in absolute magnitude
is less than that of the OLS estimator for ¹0¹ 6= 0 and ¯nite k21, and the former only tends to the
OLS bias as k21 ! 1. In addition, only when ¹0¹ = 0 is the asymptotic bias of the two estimators
exactly equal for ¯nite k21. Our result, thus, formalizes the intuitive discussion in Bound, Jaeger,
and Baker (1995) and Angrist and Krueger (1995) that, with weak instruments, the IV estimator
is biased in the direction of the OLS estimator, with the magnitude of the bias approaching that
of the OLS estimator as the R2 between the instruments and the endogenous explanatory variable
approaches zero, i.e., as ¹0¹ ! 0.
(v) Note that the AMSE function of b ¯IV is a much more complicated function of ¹0¹ and k21 than
the bias function. While the asymptotic bias of b ¯IV is less than that of b ¯OLS for all positive real
number ¹0¹ and for all values of k21 for which the bias exists and while the former only tends to
the latter as k21 ! 1 for a given ¹0¹, the AMSE of b ¯IV with weak instruments may, depending
on the size of the concentration parameter ¹0¹ and the number of instruments used k21, be either
greater or less than the AMSE of b ¯OLS. To see this, consider the example where ¹0¹ = 0; and note
9that, in this case, expression (12) becomes .












which is greater than the AMSE of the OLS estimator for ½2 < 1 and for values of k21 for which the
AMSE of the IV estimator exists. On the other hand, we have already shown that, as ¹0¹ ! 1;
the AMSE of the IV estimator approaches zero for any given k21, so that as ¹0¹ grows the AMSE
of the IV estimator will eventually become smaller than that of the OLS estimator.
(vi) It would be of interest to compare our results with those obtained in the extensive literature
on the ¯nite sample properties of IV estimators. See Richardson (1968), Sawa (1969), Richardson
and Wu (1971), Holly and Phillips (1979), and Phillips (1980, 1983, 1989) as some of the papers
which exemplify this literature. To proceed with such a comparison, we note ¯rst that the SEM
given by expressions (1) and (2) can alternatively be written in the reduced form
y1 = Z¡1 + X¡2 + ´; (25)
y2 = Z¦ + X© + v; (26)
where ¡1 = ¦¯; ¡2 = ©¯ + °, and ´ = u + v¯. In the ¯nite sample literature on IV estimators, a















Now, suppose we consider the case where all available instruments are used, i.e., the case where




vv C0(QZZ ¡ QZXQ¡1
XXQXZ)C: (29)
10In addition, note that in terms of the elements of the reduced form error covariance matrix G, the
elements of the structural error covariance matrix §, given by expression (3) earlier, can be written
as
¾uu = g11 ¡ 2g12¯ + g22¯2; (30)
¾uv = g12 ¡ g22¯; (31)
¾vv = g22: (32)
Substituting expressions (30), (31), and (32) into the bias formula (9) and the MSE formula (12),
we see, after some simple manipulations, that these formulae can be rewritten as





































































Comparing expressions (33) and (34) with equations (3.1) and (4.1) of Richardson and Wu (1971),
we see that in this case the formulae for the bias and MSE, which hold asymptotically when
the instruments are weak in the sense of Staiger and Stock (1997), are virtually identical to the
exact bias and MSE derived under the assumption of a ¯xed instrument/Gaussian model - the only
minor di®erence being that the (population) concentration parameter ¹0¹ enters into the asymptotic
formulae given in expressions (33) and (34) above whereas the sample analogue of the concentration
parameter appears in the exact formulae reported in Richardson and Wu (1971). Hence, our bias
and MSE results partially con¯rm the Staiger-Stock conjecture that the limiting distribution of
the 2SLS estimator obtain under the local-to-zero asymptotic framework is the same as the exact
distribution of this estimator under the assumption of a ¯xed instrument/Gaussian model.
114 Approximation Results
The bias and MSE functions given in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, respectively, of the last section are
functionals of con°uent hypergeometric functions and, thus, have in¯nite series representations
which are very complicated as discussed in Remark 3.3(i) of the last section. In this section, we
give approximations for the bias and MSE based on an expansion which holds as we allow k21, the
number of instruments used, to grow to in¯nity while keeping
¹0¹
k21, the population analogue of the
¯rst stage F-statistic, ¯xed. These approximations yield simpler expressions for the bias and MSE
than the in¯nite series representations given by (17) and (18) above. We shall give a motivation for
the type of expansions used here in Remark 4.2(i) below; in addition, response surface regression
results, which we will present in the next section, shows our approximations to work well even when
k21 is relatively small. First, however, we summarize our approximation results in the following
theorem:
Theorem 4.1 (Approximations): Let ¿2 =
¹0¹
k21 and reparameterize the bias function (9) and
the MSE function (12) in terms of ¿2 and k21 so that























































Then, as k21 ! 1 with ¿2 ¯xed, the following results hold
(a)



























































(i) Note that the results of Theorem 4.1 can be viewed as having been obtained from a sequential
limit procedure, whereby we ¯rst let the sample size T to approach in¯nity to obtain the asymptotic
bias and MSE under weak identi¯cation and then let k21 approach in¯nity with ¿2 =
¹0¹
k21 held ¯xed
to obtain the approximate formulae (38) and (39). We conjecture that our sequential limit procedure
corresponds to a case where a joint limit is taken with respect to T and k21 but where k21 grows
at a slower rate relative to T so that k21=T ! 0 as T, k21 ! 1. In this sense, our approach di®ers
from that of Bekker (1994) and Hahn (1997), who (in our notation) look essentially at the case
where k21 and T grow at the same rate, i.e., the case where k21 ! 1, T ! 1; and k21=T ! ®, with
® being a positive constant. It would certainly be of interest to consider an asymptotic framework
which combines the approach of Bekker (1995) with the local-to-zero approach of Staiger and Stock
(1997), but we feel that this work is best left to future research.
It should be emphasized that our sequential limit approach is designed to mimic a typical
empirical situation where the sample size is very large, where the number of instruments is large
but of a smaller order of magnitude relative to the sample size, and where the value of the ¯rst-
stage F-statistic is relatively small. A leading example of such an empirical situation is provided by
the well-known study reported in Bound, Jaeger, and Baker (1995), which replicates an important
study by Angrist and Krueger (1991) on estimating the returns to schooling using quarter of birth
as instruments. In that study, the sample size is 329;509, the number of instruments is 180, and the
value of the ¯rst stage F-statistic is 2:428. We expect our approach to give good approximations
for the bias and MSE of the IV estimator in such situations.
(ii) Set


















so that the notation b bb ¯IV (¿2;k21) denotes our approximation for the asymptotic bias of the IV
estimator under weak identi¯cation. Moreover, recall from Remark 3.3(iii) that the asymptotic




vv ½. It follows that, by taking the ratio of
the two, we obtain the relative bias measure


















Note that the lead term of expression (41) is given by (1+ ¿2)¡1 = (1+
¹0¹
k21)¡1. When all available
instruments are used so that IV = 2SLS, (1 +
¹0¹
k21)¡1 = (1 + ¸0¸
k2 )¡1 is simply the relative bias
measure given in Staiger and Stock (1997), in the case where there is only a single endogenous
explanatory variable. See section 3B and, in particular, section 6A of that paper. Hence, our result
can be interpreted as giving a theoretical justi¯cation for the relative bias measure of Staiger and
Stock (1997) for the case of only one endogenous regressor. Note that Staiger and Stock (1997)
claims that this measure of relative bias arises from an approximation which holds for large k21
and/or large
¹0¹





k21 large, as k21 ! 1 is needed in order to extract such an approximation .
Moreover, numerical calculations from Staiger and Stock (1997) show that the lead term (1+
¹0¹
k21)¡1
gives a very good approximation for the relative bias of 2SLS to that of OLS, except in the cases











to help give a better approximation when k21 is small. We will report the results of a numerical
evaluation of our approximation in the next section.
(iii) Now, set





































so that the notation b mb ¯IV (¿2;k21) here denotes our approximation for the AMSE of the IV estimator
under weak identi¯cation. Note that the lead term of b mb ¯IV (¿2;k21) is given by ¾uu¾¡1
vv ½2(1+¿2)¡2,
which is simply the square of the lead term of the bias approximation b bb ¯IV (¿2;k21): It follows that
the variance component of the AMSE is of a lower order relative to the bias component in this
expansion, so that the variance can be thought of as being negligible relative to the bias when the
number of instruments is large relative to the value of ¿2, the population analogue of the ¯rst stage
F-statistic.
(iv) Given the bias approximation (40) and the MSE approximation (43), we can, in fact, construct
an approximation for the asymptotic variance of the IV estimator under weak identi¯cation as
follows:



































































































15= b Vb ¯IV (¿2;k21) + O(k¡2
21 ); (say): (44)
The following theorem shows that both our MSE approximation b mb ¯IV (¿2;k21) and our variance
approximation b Vb ¯IV (¿2;k21) are always non-negative, as one would expect variance and MSE to
be.
Theorem 4.3: Given ¿2 2 [0;1);
(a) b mb ¯IV (¿2;k21) ¸ 0 and
(b) b Vb ¯IV (¿2;k21) ¸ 0;
where b mb ¯IV (¿2;k21) and b Vb ¯IV (¿2;k21) are de¯ned by expressions (43) and (44), respectively.
(v) In part (e) of Theorem 3.1, we show that, for a ¯xed value of the concentration parameter
¹0¹, the absolute magnitude of the bias b bb ¯IV (¿2;k21) increases as the number of instruments used,
i.e., k21, increases. That result applies to the special case where the additional instruments are
completely uncorrelated with the endogenous explanatory variable so that their inclusion leads to
no increase in the value of ¹0¹. In general, however, the use of additional instruments only which
are only weakly correlated with the endogenous regressor will nevertheless lead to some increase
in the value of the concentration parameter ¹0¹: Hence, it would be of interest to study how the
asymptotic bias and MSE functions vary with increases in the number of instruments used for the
case where the inclusion of additional instruments increases the value of ¹0¹ but not by enough
to increase the value of the ¯rst stage F-statistic, or its population analogue ¿2. Below we give a
theorem which characterizes the derivatives with respect to k21 of the asymptotic bias function and
of our approximation of the AMSE function when ¿2.is held ¯xed.
Theorem 4.4: Let bb ¯IV (¿2;k21) be as de¯ned in expression (9) and let b mb ¯IV (¿2;k21) be as de¯ned





















@ b mb ¯IV (¿2;k21)
@k21
= ¡¾uu¾¡1
































From Theorem 4.4, we see that given a ¯xed value of ¿2 the absolute value of bb ¯IV (¿2;k21) is a
monotonically increasing function of the number of instruments used k21 while b mb ¯IV (¿2;k21) is a
monotonically decreasing function of k21. This result suggests that there is a tradeo® between the
bias and the variance of the IV estimator as k21 increases. It should be emphasized that several
papers from the literature on the ¯nite sample properties of the IV estimator under Gaussian
assumptions (notably, Phillips (1980, 1983)) have already noted this tradeo® between the bias and
variance, although as Buse (1992) pointed out the analysis of that literature focused exclusively
on the case where the additional instruments are completely uncorrelated with the endogenous
explanatory variable, i.e., the case where the concentration parameter ¹0¹ is held ¯xed as k21 varied.
Our result, on the other hand, shows that a tradeo® between the bias and MSE continues to hold
even when the additional instruments are somewhat correlated with the endogenous regressor, as
long as the correlation is not su±cient to increase the value of ¿2, the population analogue of the
¯rst stage F-statistic.
(vi) Note that given the near equivalence of the formulae for the asymptotic bias and MSE when
instruments are weak in the sense of Staiger and Stock (1997) and the formulae for the exact
bias and MSE under a ¯xed instrument/Gaussian model, as discussed in Remark 1(vi) of the last
section, our results in this paper apply not only to the weak instrument case asymptotically but
also to the exact ¯nite sample case under Gaussian error assumptions. In particular, we note that
the exact bias and MSE of the IV estimator under the assumption of a ¯xed instrument/Gaussian
model can also be expanded in the manner given by expressions (38) and (39) of Theorem 4.1. It
follows that the variance component of the exact MSE is also a term of a lower order in k21 relative
to the bias component, so that when the number of instruments used is large, one can think of the
variance as being negligible relative to the bias. Moreover, we note that for a ¯xed value of ¿2,
the exact bias function increases while the exact MSE decreases with an increase in the number
of instruments used, although this apparent tradeo® becomes less signi¯cant when as k21 becomes
17large.
5 Numerical Calculations
In this section, we summarize the results of a number of regressions used to examine the accuracy
of our approximations of the IV bias and MSE functions. We tackle the issue of the usefulness of
our approximations in three distinct manners. In our ¯rst set of numerical computations, we run
regressions where the dependent variable is the IV bias (or MSE) calculated using the analytical
formulae from above for certain values of k21, ¹0¹, and ½; and the regresors are the functions of these
three parameters which are used in the approximations discussed in the previous section. Note that
based on the canonical model, the asymptotic OLS bias and ½ are related, as ¾vv = 1; ¾uu = (1+{2);
and ½ = ¡{=
p




uu ½: The grid of
parameters for which values of the IV bias and MSE are calculated is: k21 = f3;5;7;9;11;:::;101g,
¹0¹ = f0;2;4;6;8;:::;100g, and { = f¡0:05;¡0:1;¡0:15;¡0:2;¡0:25;:::;¡1:0g: Thus, a total of
51000 unique observations are generated. Regression results are summarized in Tables 1 (bias) and
2 (MSE). Based on these ¯ndings, a number of clear conclusions emerge. First, our approximations
based on holding ¹0¹=k21 ¯xed and letting k21 ! 1 are very accurate for bias (see ¯rst 2 columns of
entries in Table 1), relative bias (4th and 5th columns in Table 1), MSE (¯rst 2 columns in Table 2)
and relative MSE (4th and 5th columns in Table 1). Adjusted R2 values for these regressions range
from 0.9859 to 1.000. Second, note that each pair of regressions contains one set of regressors from
the approximation which includes ¯rst and second order terms in the expansion, and one which
includes only the ¯rst order term. While the ¯t of the regressions always improves when the second
order terms are included as additional regressors, the improvement is small. For example, in column
1 of Table 1 note that our approximation yields an R
2 value of 0.9998 when second order terms are
included, and an R
2 value of 0.9996 when only the ¯rst order term (and an intercept) is included.
Thus, while the second order terms are generally useful, they add little to the approximations.
Finally, note that the regression R
2 values from the 3rd and 6th regression reported in each table
are based on an alternative approximation in which (¹0¹ is ¯xed and k21 ! 1). In particular ...
(to be ¯lled in with approximation formulae!!!!!!). Clearly, this approximation method is inferior
based on our regression results, as evidenced by the substantially lower R
2 values associated with
this type of approximation.
18In order to shed further light on the usefulness of our prefered approximation as well as the
other approximation discussed above, we carried out a second set of computations. In particu-
lar, we compare the actual bias and MSE values used in the above regressions with approximate
values calculated directly from the approximations given above (i.e. rather than estimating the
coe±cients associated with each regressor as was done in our ¯rst set of computations, we used
the actual coe±cients which are given in the formulae for the approximations). A summary of our
¯ndings based on these calculations is given in Figures 1 and 2, where actual bias (MSE) values are
represented by solid lines, and the di®erence between the actual and approximate values for the two
approximation methods are represented by small dash (¹0¹=k21 ¯xed and k21! 1 approximation)
and large dash (¹0¹ ¯xed and k21 ! 1): to be completed ...
Finally, in a third set of computations, we examined the impact that changing ¹0¹=k21 has on
relative bias (MSE) when k21 is ¯xed (Figure 3), and the impact of changing k21 when ¹0¹=k21 is
¯xed (Figure 4). to be completed ....
6 Summary and Conclusions
We have formalized the notion of weak identi¯cation within the local-to-zero asymptotic framework
of Staiger and Stock (1997), and derived explicit analytical formulae for the asymptotic bias and
mean square error (MSE) of the IV estimator. In addition, we derive approximations for these
formulae which are shown via a series of numerical computations to be very accurate. These results
generalize earlier ¯ndings by Staiger and Stock (1997), and allow us to link systematically the
earlier literature on IV estimation. For example, we show that our results apply not only to the
weak instrument case asymptotically, but also to the ¯nite sample case with ¯xed (possibly good)
instruments and Gaussian errors, since our formulae correspond to the exact bias and MSE func-
tionals when a ¯xed instrument/Gaussian model is assumed. We also show that in the special case
where all available instruments are used and where the underlying simultaneous equations model
has an orthonormal canonical structure, the bias and MSE formulae which we obtain are identical
to the exact bias and MSE of the 2SLS estimator obtained by Richardson and Wu (1971) under
Gaussian error assumptions. This result gives a partial con¯rmation to the Staiger-Stock assertion,
based on intuitive arguments, that the limiting distribution of the 2SLS estimator derived under
the more general assumptions of the Staiger-Stock local-to-zero asymptotic framework coincides
19with the exact distribution of the same estimator derived under the more restrictive assumptions
of a ¯xed instrument/Gaussian model.
20Appendix
Lemma A1: Let b ¯IV;T be the IV estimator given by expression (4) and suppose that (1), (2) and
Assumptions 1 and 2 hold. Then,









v1 = (¸ + Zv;1)0(¸ + Zv;1); (48)
































Proof: The proof follows from slight modi¯cation of the proof of Theorem 1, part (a) of Staiger
and Stock (1997) and is, thus, omitted.














Proof: See Lebedev (1972), pp. 268-271.

















Proof: The proof follows from Kummer's transform. See, for example, Slater (1960), pp.12, 65-66.
21Lemma A4: Let Â2
v(¹0¹) denote a non-central chi-square random variable with noncentrality















































Proof: See Ullah (1974), pp. 145-148.
Lemma A5: If the (J £ 1) vector w is distributed normally with mean vector µ and covariance













Proof: See Judge and Bock (1978), Theorem 1 of Appendix B.2, pp.321-322.
Lemma A6: If the (J £ 1) random vector w is distributed normally with mean vector µ and



















Proof: See Judge and Bock (1978), Theorem 3 of Appendix B.2, pp. 323.









































































































































Proof: We shall prove only part (a) as the proof for part (b) follows in a similar manner. To show
(a), we make use of a well-known integral representation of the con°uent hypergeometric function
























































Given the integral representation (60), we can obtain the expansion given by the right-hand side
of expression (58) by applying a Laplace approximation to this integral representation. We note
that the maximum of the integrand of (60) in the interval [0;1] occurs at the boundary point t = 1,
and as k21 ! 1 the mass of the integral becomes increasingly concentrated in some neighborhood
of t = 1. Hence, we can obtain an accurate approximation for this integral by approximating
the integrand with its Taylor expansion in some shrinking neighborhood of t = 1 and by showing
that integration over the domain outside of this shrinking neighborhood becomes negligible as k21
























= I1 + I2 (say); (62)






















































log(1 + v) ¡
2
k21
log(1 + v): (65)
With this change of variable, we note that the maximum of the integrand in expression (64) in the
interval [¡1=
p
k21;0] now occurs at the boundary point v = 0. To apply the Laplace approximation
to expression (64), note that, by the Taylor theorem, we have, for ¡1=
p
k21 · v · 0; that











































¶¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
= "(k21) (say); (66)
where "(k21) = O(k
¡7
2























































































for i = 2;:::;6: (70)


























Expanding the latter two exponentials in the integrand above in power series and integrating term-


























































































































25By a similar argument, it can be shown that the lower bound integral in expression (68) can also

























































Finally, the result given in part (a) follows immediately from expressions (63) and (73). 2
Proof of Theorem 3.1: To show part (a), we note that by Lemma A1







1 v2 ´ w1 (say). (74)


































To proceed, note that, given (52), we can write
Zu;1 = Zv;1½ + Zu1:v1; (76)
where Zu1:v1 » N(0;(1 ¡ ½2)Ik21) represents the projection error and is, thus, independent of Zv:

















(¹ + Zv;1)0(¹ + Zv;1)









(¹ + Zv;1)0(¹ + Zv;1)
¤¡1 (¹ + Zv;1)0(Zv;1½ + Zu1:v1); (77)













(¹ + Zv;1)0(¹ + Zv;1)










(¹ + Zv;1)0(¹ + Zv;1)
¤¡1 (¹ + Zv;1)0Zv;1½
i
; (78)
where EZv;1(¢) and EZu;1jZv;1(¢) denote, respectively, the expectation taken with respect to the
marginal density of Zv;1 and the expectation taken with respect to the conditional density of Zu;1
given Zv;1:









(¹ + Zv;1)0(¹ + Zv;1)










(¹ + Zv;1)0(¹ + Zv;1)





















(¹ + Zv;1) » N(¹;Ik21)
so that (¹ + Zv;1)0(¹ + Zv;1) » Â2


























































































Now, applying the recurrence relation
z 1F1 (® + 1;° + 1;z) = ° [1F1 (® + 1;°;z)
¡ 1F1 (®;°;z)] (82)
27and noting that 1F1 (®;®;z) = ez, we obtain the desired result.
To show part (b), note that
¹0¹
2 > 0; k21
2 > 0; and k21






































































































































































































vv ½ as k21 ! 1; (85)
which proves (c)
To show (d), note that from expression (81) above that












































































and note further that
f(¹0¹ = 0;k21) = 1 (88)
and from the proof of part (b), we know that
lim
¹0¹!1
f(¹0¹;k21) = 0 (89)







































































































2 + j ¡ 1)
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2 + j ¡ 1)
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2 + j ¡ 1)
(k21





























5 < 0; (90)
29where term-by-term di®erentiation is justi¯ed by the absolute convergence of the in¯nite series in
(81). It follows from (88), (89), and (90) that
0 · f(¹0¹;k21) · 1 (91)
and is a monotonically decreasing function of (¹0¹) for (¹0¹) 2 [0;1): Moreover, from (86), we
have that







so that jbb ¯IV (¹0¹;k21)j depends on ¹0¹ only through the factor f(¹0¹;k21): Hence, it follows also
that jbb ¯IV (¹0¹;k21)j is a monotonically decreasing function of ¹0¹ for ¹0¹ 2 [0;1):
To show (e), note that due to the absolute convergence of the in¯nite series in (81), we can



















´2 > 0: (93)
Hence, f(¹0¹;k21) is a monotonically increasing function of k21. It then follows from (92) that
jbb ¯IV (¹0¹;k21)j is a monotonically increasing function of k21: 2
Proof of Theorem 3.2: To show part (a), note that by Theorem 5.4 of Billingsley (1968) and

















Hence, as with the proof of part (a) of Theorem 3.1, the derivation of the AMSE only entails the














(¹ + Zv;1)0(¹ + Zv;1)
¤¡1 (¹ + Zv;1)0(Zv;1½ + Zu1:v1)(Zv;1½ + Zu1:v1)0
(¹ + Zv;1)
£
(¹ + Zv;1)0(¹ + Zv;1)
¤¡1 ; (95)







(¹ + Zv;1)0(¹ + Zv;1)
¤¡1 (¹ + Zv;1)0(Zv;1½ + Zu1:v1)(Zv;1½ + Zu1:v1)0
(¹ + Zv;1)
£






(¹ + Zv;1)0(¹ + Zv;1)
¤¡1 (¹ + Zv;1)0 ¡
Zv;1Z0









(¹ + Zv;1)0(¹ + Zv;1)
¤¡1 (¹ + Zv;1)0Zv;1Z0
v;1(¹ + Zv;1)
£
(¹ + Zv;1)0(¹ + Zv;1)
¤¡1´
+¾uu¾¡1
vv (1 ¡ ½2)EZv;1
³£





(¹ + Zv;1)0(¹ + Zv;1)
¤¡1 (¹ + Zv;1)0(¹ + Zv;1 ¡ ¹)
(¹ + Zv;1 ¡ ¹)0(¹ + Zv;1)
£
(¹ + Zv;1)0(¹ + Zv;1)
¤¡1´
+¾uu¾¡1
vv (1 ¡ ½2)EZv;1
³£







(¹ + Zv;1)0(¹ + Zv;1)




(¹ + Zv;1)0(¹ + Zv;1)
¤¡1 ¹0(¹ + Zv;1)(¹ + Zv;1)0¹
£









(¹ + Zv;1)0(¹ + Zv;1)
¤¡1´¾
; (96)
where EZv;1(¢) and EZu;1jZv;1(¢) are expectation operators as de¯ned in the proof of part (a) of
Theorem 3.1.
Now, to evaluate the expression to the right of the last equality sign above, we note that since
(¹ + Zv;1) » N(¸;Ik21) and (¹ + Zv;1)0(¹ + Zv;1) » Â2
k21(¹0¹); we can apply Lemma A5 and A6 to
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By successive application of the recurrence relation
z 1F1 (® + 1;° + 1;z) = ° [1F1 (® + 1;°;z)
¡ 1F1 (®;°;z)] (99)
noting that 1F1 (®;®;z) = ez, we obtain the desired result.
To show (b), note that
¹0¹
2 > 0; k21
2 ¡ 1 > 0; k21
2 > 0; k21
2 + 1 > 0; and k21
2 + 2 > 0; for k21 ¸ 4;
and, hence, we can apply Lemma A2 to each of the con°uent hypergeometric functions 1F1(¢;¢;¢)
which appear in (98) to obtain
mb ¯IV (¹0¹;k21) = ¾uu¾¡1










































































To show (c), note that each of the 1F1(¢;¢;¢) functions appearing in expression (98) satis¯es the
conditions of Lemma A3 so we may apply this Lemma to obtain
mb ¯IV (¹0¹;k21) = ¾uu¾¡1









































































vv ½2 + O(jk21j¡1)
! ¾uu¾¡1
vv ½2 as k21 ! 1; (101)
which proves (c).




for all ¯xed integer k21 ¸ 4: To proceed, write (98) as
mb ¯IV (¹0¹;k21) = ¾uu¾¡1



























































Now, noting that term-by-term di®erentiation of (102) is allowed due to the absolute convergence





























































































































































2 fA + B + C + Dg; (say), (103)
where A, B, C, and D are the expressions inside the square brackets. Focusing on A and letting
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2 + j ¡ 1)
: (107)
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2 + j)(k21
2 + j ¡ 1)(k21
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2 k21 + j + 10)
(k21
2 + j)(k21
2 + j ¡ 1)(k21




















Note that (1 ¡ ½2)=2½2 > 0 for ¾uv 6= 0 and for integer k21 ¸ 4 and for all positive integer j,
(k2
21 ¡ 13
2 k21 + j + 10) > 0 so all three terms inside the curly brackets of expression (108) are




which proves part (d). 2
Proof of Theorem 4.1: To show part (a), note that direct application of part (a) of Lemma A7
to the bias expression (36) yield







































































which completes our proof of part (a).
To show part (b), we ¯rst rewrite expression (37) as






































































where we have made use of the identity
(° ¡ ® ¡ 1) 1F1 (®;°;z) = (° ¡ 1) 1F1 (®;° ¡ 1;z)
¡® 1F1 (® + 1;°;z) (112)
in rewriting expression (37). (See Lebedev (1972), pp. 262, for more details on this and identities
involving con°uent hypergeometric functions.) Applying the results of Lemma A7 to the con°uent
hypergeometric functions in expression (111) above, we obtain


























































































































































































































After some tedious and straightforward calculations, it is possible to show that




















































































which proves part (b). 2
Proof of Theorem 4.3: To prove (a), write































































'(x) = 1 + 3x + 2x2 ¡ 6x3: (118)
Note further that to show the inequality condition (116), it is su±cient to show that '(x) ¸ 0 for
x 2 [0;1]: Observe ¯rst that '(0) = 1 ¸ 0 and '(1) = 0, so that '(:) is non-negative at the end
points of the interval. Next, we need to analyze how '(x) behaves in the open interval (0;1). To
do so, we take the derivative of ' with respect to x to obtain
'0(x) = 3 + 4x ¡ 18x2: (119)

























. It follows that '(x) is mono-

























reaching a value of 0 at
x = 1. Part (a), thus, follows immediately.
To prove (b), write
b Vb ¯IV (¿2;k21) = ¾uu¾¡1
























































µ(x) = 1 + 7x ¡ 6x2 ¡ 2x3; (123)
so that to show the inequality condition (121), it is su±cient to show that µ(x) ¸ 0 for x 2 [0;1]:
Observe ¯rst that µ(0) = 1 ¸ 0 and µ(1) = 0, so that µ(:) is non-negative at the end points of the
interval. Next, we need to analyze how µ(x) behaves in the open interval (0;1),. To do so, we take
the derivative of µ with respect to x to obtain
µ0(x) = 7 ¡ 12x ¡ 6x2: (124)
Note that µ0(x) is a continuous function which is 0 at x =
p

















reaching a local maximum at x =
p
78=6¡1. Moreover, µ(x) is monotonically




reaching a value of 0 at x = 1. Hence, part (b) is also proved. 2
Proof of Theorem 4.4: To show part (a), we note that we can rewrite the bias expression (36)
in the alternative form































vv ½f(¿2;k21) (say): (125)




















































where term-by-term di®erentiation above is justi¯ed by the absolute convergence of the series
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2 + j ¡ 1)
3
7
5 > 0 (127)
Since f(¿2;k21) is nonnegative, as shown in the proof of part (d) of Theorem 3.1, it follows that
¯ ¯ ¯bb ¯IV (¿2;k21)











¯ is a monotonically increasing function of k21 for ¿2 ¯xed. Part (a) is, thus,
proved.


















but the inequality condition (129) was already shown to be true in the proof of part(a) of Theorem
4.3. Hence, part (b) follows immediately. 2
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45Table 1: Regression Results Based on Bias Approximations1
Dependent Variable ¡¡ > IV Bias IV Bias=OLSBias
Regressor |||||||||||||{ |||||||||||||{
intercept 0.003 -0.056 -1.2E-7 0.002 -0.022 0.599





































vv )½)(1 + ¹0¹=k21)¡3=k21 -2.320
(-841.3)
(1 + ¹0¹=k21)¡1 0.997 1.028
(53651) (6427)
(1 + ¹0¹=k21)¡1=k21 -2.237
(-2455)
(1 + ¹0¹=k21)¡2=k21 4.850
(1587)
(1 + ¹0¹=k21)¡3=k21 -2.471
(-1104)
¹ R2 1.0000 0.9989 0.7165 1.0000 0.9988 0.4274
1 Notes: All regressions are run using bias ¯gures (as dependent variable) generated according to the analytical formulae given




vv )½). All parameters are de¯ned above. In addition to least
squares regression parameter estimates (non-bracketed entries in the table), t-statistics are reported (bracketed entries).
46Table 2: Regression Results Based on MSE Approximations1
Dependent Variable ¡¡ > IV MSE IV MSE=OLSMSE
Regressor |||||||||||||{ |||||||||||||{
intercept -0.128 0.029 -0.299 -0.007 0.004 0.396





























vv )½)2(1 + ¹0¹=k21)¡2 0.998 0.999
(10350) (10952)






vv )½)¡2(1 + ¹0¹=k21)¡1=k21 -0.016
(-81.68)
(1 + ¹0¹=k21)¡1=k21 2.341
(47.20)
(1 + ¹0¹=k21)¡2=k21 -4.464
(-13.79)
(1 + ¹0¹=k21)¡3=k21 6.536
(10.02)
























vv )½)2(1 + ¹0¹=k21)¡4=k21 -5.622
(-77.19)
¹ R2 0.9998 0.9996 0.5494 0.9893 0.9859 0.2392
1 Notes: See notes to Table 1. All regressions are run using mse ¯gures (as dependent variable) generated according to the
analytical formulae given above, and/or using least squares mse (which is equal to (¾uu¾¡1
vv )½2).
47